Features

- Two trail options to two peaks from one parking area
- Spectacular views and fall colors
- Connects to Superior Hiking Trail
- Outhouse at trailhead
- High cliffs without guard rails, keep children in hand. Watch for slippery rocks.
- Easy hiking except for some short but steep trail sections with switchbacks
- Oberg loop approx. 2.3 miles
- LeVeaux loop approx. 3.2 miles

Location

Oberg Mountain and LeVeaux Mountain Trailheads are served by the same parking area on the Onion River Road (Forest Road 336).

- From Tofte, go northeast on MN 61 approximately 4.7 miles.
- Onion River Road is marked by only a small street sign. Look for the ‘Superior Hiking Trail’ sign on MN 61 to signal your turn.
- Proceed up the unpaved Onion River Road about 2.1 miles to the parking lot on the left.
- Oberg Mt Trail begins on the opposite side of Onion River Road from the parking lot.
- LeVeaux Mt Trail begins from the end of the parking lot farthest from the road.
Description

Oberg and LeVeaux Mountain trails are spur trails off the Superior Hiking Trail. Both begin at the same parking lot on opposite sides of the Onion River Rd. They require some steeper switchback climbs to beautiful views of the Sawtooth Range and Lake Superior. Listen for black throated blue warblers in the spring, and look for beaver activity in Oberg Lake. The maples here are a distinct ecosystem, and harbor a variety of plants not common on the rest of the forest, as well as supplying spectacular fall color. Campsites are located along the Superior Hiking Trail; refer to Superior Hiking Trail information for details.